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Cougars Won Group 3 Championship
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Junior shortstop/three-year
starter Sean Feeney had a .444
avg. (36-for-81, 5 doubles, 3
triples, 12 walks), while scoring
30 runs and adding 17 RBI.
“He played third last year. We
moved him to shortstop this year.
His triple in the state final helped
us get started,” Coach McCaffrey
said.
Junior first baseman Alex Plick
finished with a .261 avg. (18-for69, 2 doubles). He had 13 runs
scored and five RBI and drew nine
walks and six hit-by-pitches. On
the mound for 17 innings, he finished 1-2 with 10 strikeouts and
allowed eight walks and 24 hits.
Sophomore centerfielder
Tommy Trotter finished the season with more bruises than his
teammates, receiving 11 hit-bypitches to go with nine free
passes. Trotter went 28-for-68
(.412 avg.) with three doubles
and only five strikeouts, 11 RBI,
16 runs scored and five stolen

bases. Senior designated hitter
Sean McGovern finished with a
.344 avg. (22-for-64, 5 doubles,
triple) with 21 RBI, 13 runs scored
and five sacrifices.
Junior George Georgeadis had
12 hits (5 doubles) to finish with
a .250 avg., while adding seven
runs, 10 walks and three RBI.
Junior John Armstrong contributed three hits, including a
double, and a run scored.
Armstrong pitched 15.33 innings,
fanned 13, walked three and allowed eight hits to finish 2-0 with
a 0.91 ERA.
“We will enjoy this year and
take next year as it comes. Anybody is fortunate to win a championship. It is a credit to the
community, the parents, the
Cranford Baseball League and
the administration,” Coach
McCaffrey said.
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